
Run No: 2018 

Date: 04-Jun-2017 

Venue: Whaddon Golf Centre, Church Street, Whaddon 

Hares:  Calamity & Wimp 

Scribe: Three Swallows 

I tried to pass this run report onto BIg Blouse,who I believed would of volunteered to do it. But 
responded, he would rather be embalmed in his own urine.so no getting out of this one. 

With my sat Navy telling me to do a u turn when possible and D.TOPS Google Sat Navy telling me to 
turn Left. We arrived at Wharton golf centre, mind blown with technology disagreeing with each other. 

A good turn out of Hasher's and the weather one minute hot then freezing cold,so I must say our RA 
Debonaire done half a job. 

The hare's Wimp,Calamity Jane and keep it clean layer a lovely Short trail with field's of beautiful corn 
still Green ready for ripening over the Summer months. Massive clover leave's with tall purple flowers 
everywhere and a stream overgrown with plants(unknown name of plants) 

The walker's came across an unmarked check with three paths, bloody hell which one could it be? As 
no one as usual could be bothered to check it out.Slaphead WHO had a map lead his followers down 
one path and back again.while Gold flinger marched his followers down another path straight to the 
drinks stop. 

Calamity Jane couldn't understand why a silver car was parked at her drinks stop and not her blue 
one. After a flurry of panicked remembered she was parked further along the road. Telling me that she 
couldn't find the crisps for the nibbles, that someone must of taken them from her garage where they 
were last seen. But the thief who was obviously hungry, forgot to take the car and other stuff Worth 
nicking. She had also washed the hash shit t shirt who Bedsores got for confronting an angry farmer 
wearing blue dungarees. 

In the circle two unnamed Hasher's were made to get on their knee's by Debonair who enjoyed the 
power she imposed, naming one Golden Ball up the Are and the other Jonah's Dick.proper hash 
handle names. 

The circle was then interrupted by the sound of Rudolf the Reindeer's bells,Big Blouse thinking it was 
a herd of cats, but no it was a bunch of weird looking goth,hippy,Morris dancing people wearing tree's 
as hat's and other bizarre stuff like black motor cycle goggles on top hats.What a bunch of idiots. 

Kermit gave down downs to a couple of runners, MuthaTucker and Wimp but with D.Tops now 
interrupting the circle singing about peeling bananas was escorted twice from the circle. I now had no 
idea what the hell was going on and what had these sinners done? 

With Bedsores and computers raffle over Shamcock done a very fast Sweet chariots song,we then 
departed our separate ways. 

One For His Knob pulled a Morris dancer who apparently had a massive stick and Lady Jetstream 
snogged another who had three Beard's and later on found out he had an extra large bell.Excellent 
day. 

ON ON       Three Swallows 

 


